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JINGLE
by Steve Kowit
Rosy cheek, sprinkled lawn
anti-personnel bomb
ICBM, CBS
mutilation, scorched earth
Wipe away the toughest stain
Hiroshima, Vietnam
Sominex, Anacin
Gulf Oil, Billy Graham.

WAR STORIES
by Perry Oldham
Have you heard Howard's tape?
You won't believe it:
He recorded the last mortar attack.
The folks at home have never heard a real
Mortar attack
And he wants to let them know
Exactly
What it's like.
Every night he pops popcorn
And drinks Dr. Pepper
And narrates the tape:
Ka-blooie!
Thirty-seven rounds of eighty millimeter
You can count them if you slow down the tape.
There's an AK.
Those are hand grenades.
Here's where the Cobras come in
And whomp their ass.

poetry from the Vietnam experience
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SATURDAY MORNING TELEVISION

POEM FOR BRIG. GEN. NGUYEN
NGOC LOAN: CHANCE NEWS ITEM
by Gerald Lange

by C.A. Smith
Popeye shoves
His spinach finger
In your mother's eye
She falls on her
Side and he kicks
Her in the chest
"Popeye! Popeye!
Leave her alone!"
You cry as you upset
The cereal
You can't understand it
Mama's in bed
You can't understand it
He's finished
She looks dead
Olive Oyl's dragging
Popeye by the arm now
And he's crying
"I didn't mean it
I couldn't help it
But the spinachIt overwhelmed me
The power!
The power!"
A commercial
For Johnny Ranger
Veteran soldier
For the Vietnam
Jungle in your bedroom
Blasts across the screen
And you take your dish back
To the kitchen
For a rag and a
refill
Making sure to tip toe
Not waking the stranger
In the other room.

These days I watch the news cautiously
you can 't be too careful
I keep my hand on the knob
just in case
you see
I was not prepared
you raised the pistol to his head
and shot him too quickly
I don't think you truly understood
the needs of the American viewing audience
you see
it never happened that way
on television before
christ I could barely whisper
I could barely remember how to scream
you have to work up to these things slowly
murder is such a difficult thing to get right
fatigue sleeves rolled to the elbow
tendons hard to the task
you were playing a part
that I could understand
but you shot him too quickly
I was not prepared
the violent contortion of the facial muscles
the slow stiffness of the dying limbs
the blood squirting to equilibrium
christ
and then to be cut off
and sit through station identification
and a three minute commercial
how do you think we must have felt
now months later
I see where you got yours
carried out of a Saigon alley
on the back of an American Marine
you seemed smaller than I remembered
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FOUR VARIATIONS, 1968
HELMET

by Don Shanley
I

by D. C. Berry
Your daddy wore this helmet in the Nam;
His head is, uh, buried,
But you can put your head in it
And wear it, even as your daddy's Phantom
Wore its hangar, or even as the hangar
Got under its bowl of heaven.
It'll hold rainwater teerVery well, though not forever
And paint, stew, or putty.
You may wish to place it on a hill
In Tennessee; let it look O dry
Eye-socket sternly at the to and fro.

It's Worst in the Mornings
It's worst in the mornings.
It's worst in the rear.
It's worst waiting on the LZ.
It's Worst in the briefing room.
"What do we do with the dead gooks here?
(usually the village elders like to hang them up
on the gates to the market place)
((Battalion Commander answers own question))
me
I'd
justa
soon
let
the
bastards
rot
where
we
drop 'em."
II
Stuck in an Icy Drawer

PVT. JENKINS
by D. C. Berry
Pvt. Jenkins
You are exposed to the buzzard.
For Christ sake
Take your pompous carcass
To the ditch and kindly
Dispose of yourself.
Give the boys in the Grave
Registration Platoon your tobacco
And a rest.

(Final hollow death rumble
deep lung-air
chunks of thigh & arm,
litter)
Eyes
bulbous gone
sockets cauterized
These pieces patched & frozen,
This hasty-zippered/plastic-body-bagged,
stuck
in an icy-drawer
& the candy bars.
with the Budweiser

NEVER MIND, FEBRUARY 5TH
111

Delivery
Rings

watches

St. Christophers,

my pockets bulge with them .
Dear Mrs. Adams :
Your son was blown away today
in a high rent hole
not much different
from his home in Newark.
Now that replacements are in
very few of the men
even remember him.
He never spoke of you
but told me his dad
taught him to snort coke.
I'll send you his ring.

IV
Transit

by Don Shanley
COINCIDENTALLY (and as Epilogue after noticing the day
and month) TITLED:
" NEVER MIND, FEBRUARY 5TH"
or/
"WRITTEN ON THE SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY OF ADJUSTED VISION"
i.e. that is after reflecting on the day when one-hundredsixty-eight grains of lead (more or less) made a journey from
a Soviet manufactured , Chinese marked , North Vietnamese held
AK-47 Automatic Rifle through the steel helmet on my head &
into the soft tissues of my skull leaving me both bleeding
profusely and awakened considerably as to both a sense of
mortality and the timeless therefore precious absurdity of
the position of
BEING.
the poemWhen will i stop considering the tactical ramifications
of my silhouette on moonlit horizons?
When will i walk at night disregarding random movements?
Forgetting even my direction drunk
down wind laughing
crawling naked in the grass.

Seabags
not yet mildewed
emptied on cold cement decks
of Okinawan warehouse.
Inventory.
Crate.
Total effects,
Form Six-0-Nine ,
bagged body

That i even now confront the terrain
the bits of earth
step lightly
fern
stump
rocky-pool
and keep moving
that i yet here comfort the landscape
to dissolve it
dissolve its cover
its concealment
that i have sown and pruned
hiked the brackened dusk
and more that i . . .

to follow.
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JANUS ENEMY
by Carl Anderson
The Smell of Dope
Twigs Amiss
No Birds!
Dog Bark
The Hawk is Down
Upwind!
Downwind!
Where would i go NEXT!?
if mortars begin to fall
if rockets or artillery
an ambush claymores
bangalores sappers snipers?
Envelop? Two-Up/One-Back? Frontal Assault?!
S P L I T ! !, of course. BUT WHERE?
Where do you go

(S H I T!) ,

when the sky is bleeding?
when the clouds are white phosphorous?
when your fingers smell like firecrackers?
when you stumble over abstract shape
of gray-stain & red-slime?

Under a Redwood? Down the River with Jesus or Bubba-Boo?
Or back to the garden maybe
with a wheelbarrow full of verbs
BUT,
forgive me,
don't let me interrupt your fresh lettuce sunset
your pumpkin flan picket fence your whole wheat sleep.
i know you 're
"tired-of-the-war''
tired of ·the confessions of criminals
but i just remembered on the way to the outhouse
scooping ashes mixing dirt and greens
dolomite i just remembered ,
Oh . .
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never mind,
never mind . . .

Enemies?
Still got em.
For faceless Charlie
substitute Average Citizen , USA.
For North Vietnam
the US Govvamint.
For sappers, cadre ,
guns in the night
the spectacled daylight visage
of state legislators
county commissioners
city hall.
Got em still.
They asked me to put out
in the name of their baby's babies.
They were proud of my Purple Heart
and beat heads bloody of them
who marched in uneven cadence
along any Fifth Avenue.
And I did.
Put out and got my own
dried blood on flaky soul
to prove it.
Now I ask them
to put a little out
where I can feel
this dream stuff.
Got a buddy up in
VA hospital
with screaming Viet Cong
come to get him everytime
he misses Asian White
(Horse of the Apocalypse)

Got a rip and run artist
buddy in state pen
who used to rip and run
inside Charlie's lines
Got myself a 9 to 5
gas slinging, oil wiping
duty
with dreams of Nam
fighting the American dream
every time my sweat dries
in cold rain

The Ballad
of Buck Clifford

Got em still.
Now I ask
the govvamint to bide me
a little time,
a breathing spell until
I get focused on the
foe-us
and come out swinging
like any good old American.

by
Archie V. Taylor
Buck Clifford pressed his ear to the guitar as he
played for the third time the music he'd written for the
new song. The music had a definite country flavor like
the sounds from Nashville, and it sounded perfect for the
words he'd written.
Buck didn't like country music, but he'd been told that
the country-and-western sound was the up-and-coming
sound, and he'd written the song and music with this in
mind.
He strummed the guitar and played the music again
and sang the words to the song.
Buck was a tall young man in his mid-twenties, with
dark curly hair and even white teeth which he flashed
frequently. He wore a pair of faded denims and a bright
red shirt which was opened two buttons from the collar.
He'd been told by more than one woman that having his
shirt open two buttons from the collar made him look
sexy, and now Buck wore his shirt opened two buttons
from the collar all the time.

The song was good, Buck felt. It was better than
anything he'd written. He sang it again, and when he
sang it, he got a lucky feeling, the same lucky feeling
he'd gotten before he'd asked Karla to share his apart
ment, the same lucky feeling he'd gotten in Vietnam
before the shell exploded that cost two of his buddies
their lives. Since Vietnam, Buck associated the lucky
feeling with his destiny, for it was there that he decided
he was destined to become a singing star.
He'd been lucky in Vietnam. His buddies had told him
often how much they admired his ability to play the guitar
and how much they enjoyed his singing. "You're good,
Buck. You can pick the guitar as good as anyone I've
every heard, and you can sing good too. Someday
you're going to be a big time singing star, and you'll have
your own teevee show. Won't that be something? Buck
Clifford and his own teevee show. You won't forget us,
will you, Buck? When you become a big time singing
star, you won't forget your old buddies, will you?"
Buck had enjoyed their admiration until the shell came
whistling through the air. They'd used their bodies to
shield him from the explosion. Buck has lived. They had
13

died. He'd been grateful to them for saving his life, and
for a while, he'd felt remorse over their deaths, but he'd
also felt their dying to save his life was proper, since he
was destined for greatness. And he didn't forget their
names until long after he'd returned to States.
The only things left to remind Buck of Vietnam were a
scar on his right cheek near his ear and a ringing sound
in his ear which he heard only when he got excited.
He'd been lucky with Karla, also. She'd put up a token
resistance before she'd agreed to move in with him, but
she hadn't resisted half as much as he'd anticipated.
Shortly after she'd moved in , Buck had quit his job, and
Karla had supported him most of the time since.
With the lucky feeling still on his mind, Buck stayed in
the kitchen for a while longer and daydreamed of be
coming a singing star. He felt that he deserved to be
come a star, after all he'd been through . He remained at
the kitchen table , strumming the guitar softly, daydream
ing, until Karla arrived home from the office.
The slamming of the door brought Buck out of his
daydream. He clamped his hand over the guitar strings
and looked up and saw the anger in Karla's eyes.
Karla was a slender young woman , but she had to
constantly guard her weight to stay slender. She wore a
blue skirt, a white long-sleeved blouse, and a red plaid
vest over the blouse. Her mouth was drawn into a
straight line as she looked at Buck.
" Were you out looking for a job today?" she asked.
Buck placed the guitar on the kitchen table. "Sure," he
lied and watched her reactions to see if she believed
him.
"Where'd you go?" she asked, and he knew she didn't
believe him.
"What difference does it make?" he asked and raised
his right index finger to the scar on his che€k.
They'd shared the apartment for eighteen months,
and during that time, Buck had held four jobs, the
longest time being five weeks , which was the job he'd
quit three weeks ago as a used car salesman . " I sold
more cars than anyone else on the lot," he'd told Karla.
" Since I'm new, the other salesmen got jealous. That's
why they fired me."
Karla walked halfway to the unmade bed and stop
ped. "I'd like to know if you're really trying to find a job,"
she said. She began to unbutton her vest.
Buck got up from the kitchen table and came into the
room where Karla was. " I've been out looking for a job
every day for the past three weeks. From the reception I
get, I think someone is trying to blackball me."
It was not a good lie, and Buck knew it, but it was the
best he could come up with on the spur-of-the moment.
"You 're lying," she said, "the same way you've al
ways lied to me."
She slipped out of her vest, folded it neatly, and
placed it on a chair in such a precise way that Buck knew
she was using effort to control her temper. " When have I
lied to you?" he asked.
She leaned over and grasped the covers on the bed.
"You promised to get another job, a permanent job, so
we can get married, and I can quit work for a while. " Her
voice wasn't accusing but sounded more as though
she'd resigned herself to live with this lie, also.
Buck wondered when he'd promised to marry her.
He'd promised her so many things to keep her happy

that he no longer tried to keep track of his promises.
"I ~eant it too, baby," he said. " I'll find another job,
even 1f I have to leave this town to find it. Then we can
get married and you can quit work for a while. That's
what you want, isn't it, baby?"
Karla folded the bed covers, lifted her vest, and
placed the covers on the chair. ''I'll believe you when it
happens," she said.
Buck looked at her as she folded the bed into a couch .
He felt he'd lost valuable ground in her eyes. " Look,
baby. I'm supposed to meet a man in"-he looked at his
watch-"f ifteen minutes. He wants me to drive a truck
for him . It isn't the kind of job I want , but at least it's a
job," he said.
Karla went to the chair, picked up the bed covers , and
then turned to look at him. Her lips were compressed
and her eyes were still angry but she said nothing.
After a moment of indecision , Buck decided to leave
the apartment to make Karla think that he'd told the
truth .
Outside, the sun was still shining on the green
patches of grass in front of the apartment building.
Shade from the trees along the sidewalk had crept to the
center of the lawn . Signs which were stuck in the ground
on each side of the walkway said : KEEP OFF GRASS.
Buck ignored the signs and struck out across the lawn.
The air felt good and tasted fresh to Buck, after he'd
breathed the stale air of the apartment all day, and he
took several deep breaths as he walked across the
grass to his car.
As he drove away from the apartment building, Buck
put Karla from his mind and returned his thoughts to the
new song he'd written. It was a good song, he felt. It was
better than anything he'd heard recently that came out of
Nashville. But what was he to do with it?
He'd tried to have songs published before, but the
publishers he'd tried all wanted money to publish the
songs. He didn't have the kind of money they wanted,
although he had four-hundred and eighty dollars which
he kept hidden in the lining of his guitar case for his own
use if Karla ever decided to move out 011 him and stop
paying the bills. It was part of the money he'd saved
while he was in Vietnam , and he dipped into it only when
necessary while he was trying to write a hit song.
Buck didn't want to gamble this money on one of his
songs until he was reasonably certain of having a hit. In
the past, he'd felt good about some of his songs, but until
now, he hadn't gotten that lucky feeling . The new song
was different. It sounded better every time he played it,
and he got that lucky feeling every time he sang it.
He thought the new song was good enough to gamble
his money on, but after thinking about it while he drove
through town, he decided that if he tried to get it pub
lished, besides having to lay out cash in advance, he'd
have to share the profits from his song. What I should do
is go to Nashville and try to record it, he thought. That
way, I'd have a two way shot at making money, and I
wouldn't have to share it with some joker who sits
around an office all day, hoping to find a sucker.
The idea of going to Nashville appealed to Buck. He
was tired of Lexington and tired of lying to Karla. By the
time he reached the beltline, he'd made up his mind to
go to Nashville to see what he could do with his song.
The only thing left for hi_
m to decide was, what to do

about Karla.
Buck stopped for coffee at a restaurant on the beltline.
It was a small place with only one waitress behind the
counter. The waitress had broad hips and oversized
legs to match, but from the waist up she looked all right
to Buck, and he flirted with her while he decided what to
do about Karla.
Buck knew that Karla wouldn't like the idea of his
going to Nashville, and when she found out about the
money he had hidden in the lining of his guitar case, she
wouldn't try to hold her temper in check, but in the end,
before she'd let him go to Nashville alone, she'd go with
him .
She could get a job and help me out until I get my start,
he thought. On the other hand , I have four-hundred and
eighty bucks. Buck took his wallet from his pocket and
opened it. Inside, there was a ten and two one dollar
bills. He opened the flap on the hidden pocket, but it was
empty as he knew it would be. Nearly five-hundred
bucks. That should be enough to last for a while . If I do
make the big time as I deserve, I can get any girl I want,
and then Karla will be a drag. Better that I leave her here.
While he finished his coffee , Buck decided to start an
argument with Karla the moment he got back to the
apartment and end the argument by walking out on her.
This way, he felt, he'd get back at her for the way she'd
treated him today.
The waitress brought the coffee pot to him. " More
coffee?" she smiled.
Buck pushed his empty cup toward her. " I've never
seen anyone with eyes that are quite the color green as
yours ," he said.
She took the pot away, came back, and leaned on the
counter near him.
" I haven't seen you in here before," Buck said. "Are
you new here?"
"No, I work part time."
"What do you do the other part?"
" Go to the university."
" Do you live in the dorm?"
" No, I share an apartment. "
Buck raised an eyebrow and flashed his teeth .
" With another girl ," she added and smiled.
" Where's she now?"
" She went home to spend the weekend with her pa
rents , I think. Anyway, that's what she said she was
going to do."
Buck grinned. "What time do you get off?"
" Eleven. Why?"
" I thought we could go somewhere and have a drink
or something. Or do you drink?"
"Sometimes ," she said .
" I'll pick you up at eleven," he said.
" I'll think about it," she answered.
Confident the waitress would go with him if he decided
to return for her, Buck finished his second cup of coffee
and left the restaurant. With the roommate gone, I'll
have a place to spend the night after I break it off with
Karla, he thought as he was driving back to the apart
ment.
When Buck arrived at the apartment, the stereo was
going full blast. He heard the music as he turned the
corner a half-block from the apartment building, but he
wasn't certain that it was Karla who played the stereo

until he pulled the car into the parking lot and got out.
The music he heard was country music, and Buck
knew that Karla was in one of her moods again. A male
singer sang a sad song about Her and how he had done
Her wrong and how much he wanted Her back. Buck
had heard the same song a hundred times before. Every
time Karla got in one of her moods, she played the same
song over and over again. Buck didn't mind the song,
he'd gotten used to it, but he knew the loudness of the
music would cause the ringing in his ear to begin.
He looked up at the lighted window for a moment and
then hurried across the lawn. Inside the apartment build
ing, the music was louder. The ringing in Buck's ear
began , and it increased in loudness as he mounted the
stairs.
By the time he reached the top of the staircase, the
ringing in his ear had become very irritating to Buck. He
raised his right index finger to the scar on his cheek,
rubbed the scar, and tried to make the ringing stop .
When he reached the door to the apartment, he was
very annoyed with Karla because she played the music
so loud, and he forgot his reason for returning .
He opened the door and saw Karla. She lay on the
couch and stared at the ceiling . She'd changed clothing
during his absence. She now wore a pair of dune col
ored jeans and a green-striped blouse.
" Sing a song , sing a song, sing a tear-jerky song ,"
Buck said, trying to mimick the singer.
Karla turned her head toward him. Her eyes were red,
and her cheeks were stained from crying.
The ringing in Buck's ear was almost maddening , and
he felt no sympathy for Karla. " Shut that damn thing off,"
he shouted over the din of the music.
Karla looked at him but made no move to comply with
his demand. "Why?" she asked disinterestedly.
" It's too damn loud," Buck shouted.
"If it bothers you, turn it down," she said.
Buck strode across the room and yanked the plug out
of the wall socket. The singer's voice grew hoarse and
then quieted.
"What'd you do that for?" she asked. She made no
move to get up, but she twisted her head, and her eyes
followed every move he made.
" How many times do I have to tell you , I can't stand
loud music. How many times do I have to tell you , I can't
stand loud hillbilly music."
Buck was not aware that he shouted. The ringing in
his ear still persisted although the music had stopped.
"You don't have to shout at me," she said. "And it's
country-and western ."
The ringing in Buck's ear suddenly stopped. He felt
relieved and started to apologize to Karla . Then he
remembered why he'd returned to the apartment.
" Hillbilly, you mean."
"Well, whatever it is, I like it."
"That's because you're sick, " he said.
" Sick, am I? If I'm sick, then you're mean. Why do you
always have to be so mean to me?"
" I'm not mean. I wouldn't think of being mean to you ,
since you're sick in the head."
Karla sat up suddenly and glared at him. " Sick, am I?
Who in hell sits around on his ass all day and plunks
away on his old guitar and dreams of becoming a big
shot song writer, while I'm working my ass off at a job I

detest to keep him from starving?"
No~ that he had things going his way, Buck felt good
about 1t and knew he was doing the right thing . It had
been easy to make Karla angry. He wanted to laugh at
her for being so stupid.
'The trouble is, baby, you don 't believe in me " he
said.
'
"The trouble is, mister guitar picker, I've believed you
too many times already. When I agreed to move in with
you, you promised to get a job and settle down so we
could be married. But that was almost two years ago,
and you haven 't stayed with a job for ever two months at
a time since."
Buck didn't remember promising to marry her that
long ago. He thought she was mistaken , and he started
to tell her so, but she continued before he could utter a
word.
"You quit your last job, so don't try to deny it. You lied
to me about a thing like that! But you've lied to me about
everything else, so why not. All I am to you is a conveni
ence, a shack job, so don 't try to deny this either. It may
hurt my ego to say it, but you have more respect for a
two-bit whore than you have for me. "
Buck suddenly felt that he was no longer in control of
the situation, that somehow Karla had gotten the upper
h_and, but he didn't know how to regain control. His mind
flitted between wanting to break off with Karla and want
ing to appease her.
"Listen, Karla. You have it all wrong. I love you and
plan to marry you as soon as I can find the right job. You
believe me, don 't you, Karla?"
" No, Buck, I don't believe you. "
" I wrote a new song today, Karla. I wrote a new song
for you. Would you like to hear it, Karla?"
:·No! I've ,heard enough of your goddamn songs, " she
said. Then suddenly she began to jump up and down on
the couch , making guitar picking motions with her
hands. She sang one of the earlier songs he'd written
and she sang it badly.
'
Buck didn't like for her to make fun of his songs
whether it was good or bad, and Karla's parody of hi~
song made him angry.
" Stop it, Karla! " he said.
Karla paid no attention to him and continued the
parody.
" Stop it!" Buck shouted. When she didn't stop , he
slapped her across the face with his hand.
Her head jerked to the side, and she fell sideways on
the couch. For a long moment, she lay in stunned si
lence. Then she pushed herself to a sitting position.
" Get out! " she said.
.. T~e sh~ck of what he'd done to her suddenly hit Buck.
Wait a minute, honey. You know, I didn't mean it. You
know , I didn't mean to hit you. I wouldn 't hurt you for
anything in the world. "
" Get out!" she screamed.
"Give me time to get my things?" he pleaded.
"All right! Get your goddamn things and then get out."
Buck looked at Karla for a moment longer and then
went to the his suitcase.
" Make goddamn sure you don't take anything that
belongs to me, " she said.
Her words stung him like a slap in the face. He'd lied to
her, and he'd kept things from her, but he'd never stolen

,I
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anything from her. " I'll show her," he mumbled to him
self as he threw his clothing into the suitcase.
Buck was still angry when he left the apartment. He
forgot the waitress and his date with her at eleven. As he
left town , heading for Nashville , he thumbed his nose at
Karla and all she'd been to him. But later, as he drove
into the night, he reconsidered and decided that he'd
been lucky with the way things had turned out.
Buck's luck held in Nashville.
During the day, he made the rounds of the recording
studios, and at night, he haunted the hangouts of the
troubadours . Two weeks after he arrived in Nashville,
Buck met a widow whose husband had recently died ,
leaving her a small estate and a substantial insurance
policy. She was in her early forties and had no one with
whom to share her grief. Buck was very sympathetic as
he listened to her lament her late husband . Later, she
offered to help Buck fulfill his desires, if he would fulfill
her desires, discreetly. This arrangment worked out
nicely for both .
One night when both had had too much to drink, Buck
sang her the new song he'd written. She began to cry ,
and they had another drink , and he began to cry. Then
he told her about his buddies in Vietnam , making up
names for them as he went along, and he told her about
his feeling that he was destined for greatness. She cried
some more, and they had another drink, and she told
him that she thought he was destined for greatness also.
The next morning , she went to see a friend , a retired
gentlemen who had also been a friend of her late hus
band, and she talked him into becoming Buck's man
ager.
Buck's new manager pulled a few strings and got
Buck a contract with a small recording studio, and Buck
cut his first record shortly afterwards. His first record
was not a hit, but Buck felt that he was on his way , and
he concentrated on writing new songs.
When his manager could book him, Buck appeared
on television programs as a guest performer. Each new
song he wrote and each new record he cut and each
new performance he gave brought Buck poise and
self-assurance. Within a year, Buck was one of the most
sought after entertainers in Nashville. At the end of the
year, one of his records finally made it into the top ten on
the country-and-western music chart.
During this time , Karla was never far from Buck's
mind. The quarrel they'd had before Buck had left for
Nashville took on a different aspect in Buck's mind. He
forgot the exact details of the quarrel and replaced them
with a romantic illusion . Buck was at his best when he
sang sad , romantic songs about wronged women, and
Karla became the wronged woman in every song he
sang. After a while , Karla became Her in Buck's mind.
With a record holding its own on the top ten chart,
Buck's manager decided that it was time to schedule a
road tour, and Buck insisted that he wanted the tour to
begin in his old home town. On this point, Buck was
adamant and his manager gave in to Buck's wish.
Exactly one year to the day, from the time he'd lef1
Karl~, Buck opened his road tour in Lexington. The
mov,e theater was packed, and Buck waited offstage
while the warmup crew performed on stage.
Buck felt none of the excitement that his appearance
in his old home town should have generated. He looked

through a peephole and searched the faces in the audi
ence, looking for Karla. As the time grew near for him to
go on stage , he still hadn't spotted her, and he rubbed
the scar on his cheek in annoyance because he couldn 't
locate her.
Just before his performance was announced on
stage, he saw her. She was sitting in the front row, but
she'd changed the color of her hair, and he'd failed to
recognize her. In that moment of recognition , Buck al
most missed his cue to go on stage.
" Ladies and gentlemen , now, the man you 've all been
waiting to see."
Buck walked calmly onto the stage. Now that he knew
Karla was in the audience, he had no worries at all.
" Here he is, ladies and gentlemen , the phenomenal
Buck Clifford ."
The audience applauded politely. Buck smiled and
waved to them . Then the band struck up the music, and
Buck went into a sad , romantic ballad , directing his
attention to Karla.
The lead guitarist played exceptionally well , but when
he hit a high note, the high-pitched sound seemed to
reverberate off the walls of Buck's skull , and the ringing
sound in Buck's ear would start up and remain long after
the guitar note had died away.
Half-way through the song , Buck became annoyed at
the ringing in his ear, but he tried to ignore it and stayed
grimly with the song until the end.
On stage , Buck was an imposing personality , and the
song he sang was well suited to his voice . When the last
note of the song died away, the audience broke into a
turmoil. They clapped their hands, stomped their feet,
young girls screamed , and young boys whistled.
" More!" they cried.
The ringing sound in Buck's ear suddenly sta1ed up
and increased in intensity until it drowned out the wild
applause of the audience. The ringing in Buck's ear was
maddening. He ran from one side of the stage to the
other, looking wildeyed at the audience, shouting for
them to stop , and rubbing the scar on his cheek furious
ly.
The audience throught it was all part of his act, and
they increased the vigor of their applause. " Stop it! "
Buck shouted until he became hoarse from shouting ,
but the audience continued to applaud.
Suddenly , the ringing in Buck's ear became too much
for him to bear. He yanked the guitar from around his
neck and leaped from the stage. The first person he
encountered was Karla. She smiled and said , " Wel
come home , Buck." Then he smashed the guitar on her
head .

Karla fell backwards, and her head struck the top of a
seat, knocking her unconscious. The audience
panicked. People rushed for the exits. In the panic, a
young girl was trampled to death .
The ringing in Buck's ear suddenly stopped. He lifted
Karla's unconscious body and sat down on the floor,
holding her in his arms. "I didn't mean to hurt you , baby,"
he said as tears flowed from his eyes. " I love you , Karla.
Don't you know that? I love you. I didn't mean to hurt
you ." Buck remained on the floor with Karla in his arms
until the police and the ambulance arrived.
Buck's manager got to the reporter who wrote the
story of the tragic death of the little girl who was trampled
to death . The story which was printed in the newspaper
made it appear that Buck had been overcome with emo
tion at seeing the woman he loved, Karla, that he had
rushed into the audience just to see her, and the tragic
death of the little girl had been an accident caused by
overpowering emotion.
The story made the national news. Buck's success as
a singer was assured when his records began to be
heard on radio stations that played only rock or pop
music. Within a short time , one of Buck's records be
came the top hit record around the country.
Karla was taken to the hospital and kept under obser
vation for a few days. After her release from the hospital,
she and Buck were married. The ceremony was per
formed on the stage.
Buck's road tour was a huge success, and words like
super star began to be used in association with his
name. Upon his return to Nashville, Buck visited the
widow who had helped him to get his start in Nashville.
" Well , Buck, " she said , " I see that you 've finally ar
rived at the plateau you were destined for."
" Yes," Buck said , " but one thing bothers me. The
clutching hands of the young people, always wanting to
touch me. You 'd think I was some kind of preacher or
someone who has the power to heal. "
"You'll have to learn to live with it, Buck. "
" I know, but I'll never get used to it. "
" I read about the death of that little girl in the papers ,
Buck. It was a tragic thing to happen on the first stop on
your road tour."
" It was horrible, " Buck said.
" Perhaps some good will come from it, though ."
" I hope so," Buck said. " I've made a lot of money on
this trip , and I want to use some of it and try to compen
sate her family for its loss."
" That will be a good thing to do, Buck. "
" Yes, " Buck said. " I'll have my manager to work out
the details."
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GALLERY
ARTIST'S STATEMENT
I am trying to develop my drawing and my sculpture and
the relationship between them. Multiplicity of shape and
construction materials are my major interests at this
time .

Michelle Dignan
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now. He can even move his lips. With his hands nerv
ously clenching and unclenching he asks her, " Is any
one watching?"
3
Various signs on the wall :
EXIT
NO EXIT
LADIES

Naked Lettuce

by Gregory Weber
It is lunch hour in Dominic's Restaurant. Time to
score.

1
A lettuce leaf hits the floor with a loud resounding
boom. Walls tremble, silverware rattles , toothpicks
break, wine spills, toilets crack, candles flicker , wrought
iron railings sing , china crumbles , lights dim , waiters
upend, music quavers. He covers the leaf with his foot
casually, as though he were merely shifting his weight,
augmenting his circulation. She doesn't notice.
Enamored by her beauty, yet intimidated by her
aloofness, a paralysis of apprehension roots him to his
seat; his feet intertwine with the legs of the table , his
hands braid together around a wine glass. His attempts
to remain calm, almost cursory, are futile. Looking at her
through rose colored spectacles he mobilizes his cour
age. Time to score. Standing up too fast he falls back
into his seat leaving the lettuce leaf naked, smashed on
the floor. Vinegar and oil reflects light around opaque
shoe grit in crystal patterns on the wall. Everyone is
blinded. She doesn 't notice.

2
Standing before her, clenching and unclenching his
hands nervously behind his back, he asks, " Excuse me
miss, would you mind if I joined you for a cocktail?"
She gazes up at him, her pupils professing wanton
desire. Saliva forms at the corner of her mouth; beads of
perspiration bead on her forehead ; a red flush colors her
neck; her breasts , nipples erect, swell, straining against
the buttons of her sweater until they, the breasts , burst
out in a plethora of softness, the buttons bouncing
harmlessly off his chest; her thighs twitch in convulsions
of flaming passion , the friction burning away her shirt.
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She pushes him to the floor and sits on his face. He
makes no effort to struggle , his hands clenching and
unclenching nervously in his lap.
The insides of her thighs cover his ears creating a
sound he recognizes as not unlike that of a shell from the
seashore, which spurs him in the development of a
metaphor: it occurs to him that her thighs could be
symbolic of the tranquil omnipotence of the ocean, a
restrained fervor which maintains its intensity through
the ceaseless venting of its energies-waves
ocasionally bursting forth in a paroxysmal release of
power. Within the context of the metaphor he is a mere
beachcomber, suntan and sandals skirting the edges of
the sea, cognizant of its dangerous depths. But he dis
regards the metaphor as useless, nonfunctional,
perhaps irrelevant, impertinent, in fact not even
analagous-what has cunnilingus to do with the sea?
Nevertheless, the sound remains , an insistent rumbling
in his ears.
He tries to ask her if anyone is watching, but he can't
move his lips, he can't even breathe. Images of the
scene flash before him-she swaying and bucking on
his face, he nervously clenching and unclenching her
breasts-but he is not seeing everything. He concen
trates on not focusing, but everything becomes negligi
ble, distorted by the dominance of her heaving breasts .
Her heaving breasts. She bounces on his face in a
frenzy he considers dribbling. She says, "Oh come in
me now. Now." He tries to explain to her that that is
anatomically impossible, but he can 't move his lips , he
can't even breathe. A tremendous fear arises in him that
her constant battering might kill him-the coroner's re
port reading: "Death due to vaginal suffocation." A look
of consternation makes an attempt to cover his face, but
his features are immobilized by her smothering labia.
Her smothering labia. She finally satiates her desires
leaving a salt water taste in his mouth. He can breathe

GENTLEMEN
4
He yearns for asense of deja vu . He wants to be
immersed in a situation where it had all happened be- ·
fore . He wants to be certain ; which is to say, he wants to
structure the situation within his limitations. But anticipa
tion of a recurrence creates organic pandemonium;
blood pressure rises, breathing qu ickens, a surge of
adrenalin intoxicates, gastric juices play tug-of-war with
amino acids , bladder relaxes. He urinates in his pants. A
stain about the size of a grapefruit appears on the front
of his pants draining into a small stream which mean
ders down to his knees and from there small dribbles
appear sporadically on the way to his cuff. He pulls his
shirt tail out hoping she won 't notice.
" Excuse me miss, but can you see that I've pissed my
pants?"
She looks up at him quizzically, then drops her embar
rassed eyes before his resolute, searching ones . "No,
you can't even tell. "
A gracious sense of relief floods over him only to be
replaced by an anxious fear as his sphincter relaxes. He
defecates in his pants, which begin to sag tram the
excess weight. An overbearing odor dominates over
Dominic's.
"Excuse me miss, but can you see that I've shit may
pants?" He parades in front of her table enabling her
greater perception. She apologizes for not being able to
notice as she has a cold . " I can't even smell my
lasagna."
Basking in the glory of his victory, he struts before her,
about-facing , left and right flanking , a resurrected Mus
solini . He watches eyes left, then right, as she eats. She
chews with her mouth open. His esophagus relaxes.
She tries hard not to notice the puke in her plate, but it is
hopeless , it is there . He raises his hand asking to be
excused , " You may ," and runs back to his table, the
back of his pants bouncing off his legs in fecular motions
of diffidence.
5
Headlines of the day:
CRITICS DISCOVER DEATH
OF NATURALISM

Many Question the
Nature of Nature (see page 14-B)

New York, June 30 (AP) New York Times critics yesterday discovered the
mutilated corpse of Naturalism. Although none of_the
causes contributing to the death have been ascertained
at this time , the critics are optimistic. A leading spokes
man for the group said that, " Everything to be kn~~n
would be known in a few days." However another cnt1c,
who asked to remain unidentified , hinted that there may
have been no causes at all : " It does not follow from the
death of Naturalism that we should scurry into the
nearest dark alley searching for some murderous c?n
spiracy. Such a desire to establish any concatenation
only asserts our own abnegation of the will to truth."
Sources close to the scene reported that traces of some
(continued page 3-A)

6
Yet sympathy is not to be included in deja vu. Events
can recur eternally, but states of mind cannot. Or can
they? if there is no mitigating amelioration , no reprehen
sible chimera, no enigmatic entropy, then certainly they
can: but what of change without control? Enough. Time
to score.
" Excuse me miss, but how about some tit?" He
moves to grope and fondle her breasts, but she pushes
him away.
" Excuse me miss, but how about some tit?" Wh ich
was never really a question in his mind . He tugs at her
sweater popping a few buttons. She jerks away, her
brassiere straps beckoning.
"Excuse me miss, but how about some tit?" His tenac
ity provokes her-there'll be no panegyrics today. She
rises in anger, not belching out flames of insult, but
plunging a knife in his arm. She says, " Fuck off buddy. "
He is momentarily dazed and confused . He asks him
self, "Where could I have gone wrong? Are breasts
significant? What of continence? Fecular motions of
diffidence? Smothering labia?" He asks her, "Is anyone
watching?"

7
Artist's statement: the dry look.
8
A waiter brings him his check. " Is there anything else I
might get for you sir?"
" No, nothing , thank you ."
"A toothpick for the pubic hair in your teeth sir? A wet
sponge for the puke on your collar sir? A change of
clothing for the shit in your pants sir? A tourniquet for the
knife in your arm sir?"
Everyone is pointing at him. Erving Goffman is taking
notes ; Cesar Chavez is inspecting a lettuce leaf on the
floor; Norman Mailer is delivering a speech on the sig
nificance of feces ; William Burroughs is ordering
Dominic's special of the day, "Naked Lettuce"; Johnny
Bench is giving tips on how to score ; Billy Jean King is :
giving tips on how not to be scored upon ; Dominic him
self is out cleaning up a mess on the floor.

REALISM UNDER SURVEILLANCE
9
Romantics Rejoice (see page 7-D)

She doesn't notice.
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Beyond the Blue Horizon

Women's Action Collective
A Women's Action Collective has been organized at
Wright State University to provide support and friend
ship for women at the university and in the surrounding
community. Sue O'Cull, one of the organizers of the
collective , believes that the group promotes positive
attitudes and encourages women in their struggles to
realize their full potential as equal members of society.
She emphasizes the collectiveness of the group. All
members share equally in the responsibilities of the
collective, contributing their own ideas and perspectives
to stimulate an awareness of sexism in our culture .
The collective is helping its members develop a more
satisfying definition of themselves as women by promot
ing open discussions of issues such as lesbianism,
health care , and the women 's position in the economy.
The group also hopes to become a source of information
and educational materials pertinant to women. They
plan to put women's publications such as Ms. Magazine
on tape for the benefit of handicapped women on cam
pus. A rape sem inar, including the film Rape . . . The
Right to Resist and a discussion of the psychological
and legal aspects of rape, was scheduled for late
January. The collective intends to challenge sexism in
the academic and employment policies at the university.
Campus security has been contacted by the collective
and has agreed to provide escort to the parking lots at
night when requested. The group is currently doing re
search into a daycare center. Legal, professional , and
medical referral services are also being planned. The
original idea of the collective was the formation of a fully
funded and staffed women 's center at Wright State. The
women 's center remains a Iona term aoal.
The Women 's Action Collective meets every Wed
nesday at 2 p.m. in room 118 Millet, and they encourage
interested women-and open-minded men , too-to
come and join the discussion. Look on the bulletin
boards and the walls around campus for announce
ments of collective events. And for more information ,
you can contact Sue O'Cull at 274-6069.-RM

Our centerfold, AT THE NEXUS, is a new feature in
the magazine. In it we hope to present news of
what's happening at Wright State University and in
the surrounding Miami Valley area that is of redeem
ing social value. If you're into something and you
think it would fit, get in touch. The NEXUS office is in
the basement of the University Center, Wright State
University, Dayton, Ohio. The phone is 873-2782.
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At the Nexus
Reviews, sequel , and possibi Iities

The warring art
Anyone who happened to be near the Creative Arts
Building's main gallery during the holiday season could
scarcely have avoided a personal confrontation with art
on an impressive scale-art with the constant , compelling
movement of the age in which we live. Arnold Belkin (a
promulgator of what has been sometimes called
" dynamic realism ") creates a genuinely social art. His
paintings relate directly to (and can be presented to) the
greatest number of people. Belkin's murals show an
explosion of figures and composition-heroic forms
erupting into space-as well as simultaneous perspec
tives which enable the viewer to appreciate the themes
from all approaches.
Not just paintings about war-these are warring paint
ings . Belkin has utilized the symmetrical machinery of
war tools , war toys, to assemble his paintings. Stark,
vividly lighted planes-clean as a capitol building-are
contrasted with soft biomorph ic shapes. Belkin jux
taposes mathematically precise and measured units
against vulnerable , organic forms. We are aware of a
spiritual dichotomy which results from the combination
of these two disparate elements. We realize that a
shape's intrinsic nature is determined by the regularity
of its contour. That is, a square espouses certain truths
and serves certain purposes. A square is orderly and
unequivocal. A square is regular. Confined. Carefully
controlled. Some apprehension results when we are
forced to view massive, rigidly geometric figures in close
proximity to soft and irregular ones.
Belkin is not afraid of addressing himself to the larger
issues of the day. His ATTICA and THE KILLINGS AT
KENT STATE paintings are examples of a humanist's
interpretation of cataclysmic events. ATTICA reveals
four solemn granite sphinxes cooly regarding the car
cass of a dead, eviscerated prisoner. Featureless, the
oppressors are also devoid of arms. Massive chests,
heavy, powerful thighs cast ominous shadows over a
concrete landscape.

of Arnold Belkin
In ANATOMY LESSON Belkin chillingly depicts his
own version of Che Guevara's destruction. Further, it
illustrates with a kind of imploring passion the cold
fingered dissection and eventual dessication of Che's
essence, Che's message, indeed Che's very life blood.
Once we've experienced this painting , we begin to
marvel at the brutality that can occur, almost casually , in
an orderly and antiseptic environment. The violence in
this message is covert. Moreover, one soon discovers
that the only valid interpretation of this piece must be
one founded in introspection.
Born in Calgary, British Columbia forty-four years
ago, Belkin journeyed to Mexico when he was nineteen.
Even as a child , Belkin was much involved in the visual
arts. He painted sets and backdrops for local theater
productions . His mother was a dancer, and Belkin's
exposure to the stage at an early age is reflected in the
dramatic presentation of subject matter in his paintings.
The interiors of his mega-human-machines fairly vibrate
with dramatic, neon intensities.
In Mexico, Belkin studied with David Alfaro Siquirios,
an artist capable of rendering great tenderne-ss and
compassion (PROLETARIAN MOTHER AND CHILD)
was also capable of making politically dangerous and
heretical statements in his murals. Siquirios waged a
deliberate and undisguised attack on the Diaz regime in
1910 with the painting THE REVOLUTION AGAINST
THE PORFIRIO DIAZ DICTATORSHIP. Belkin has
launched missiles in a similar spirit of defiance. SALUTE
TO THE C.I.A. is a scathing portrait of the mindless
inhumanity and omnipotence of one government
agency.
Belkin's art is not created in a vacuum. This is not the
type of minimalist venture that alienates a viewer to the
extent that he is forced to not only supply all of his own
dialogue with the art, but to furnish the artist's statement
as well. This is art which acts and encourages the viewer
to act and re-act as well.-KC

Have you ever felt that any five year old with a broom
handle and a wash tub could play the bass line of most of
the rock music you hear these days? Are you getting
bored by the electric muzak that comes from juke boxes
and " progressive" radio stations? If so, then it's time you
cut your baby teeth and got into some real music. And
one of the best places to begin is Beyond the Blue
Horizon .
This radio show, aired every Friday night from 8 to 11
on WYSO in Yellow Springs (91.5 on your FM dial in
good weather), features some of the finest music ever
made during the Thirties and Forties. You can expect to
hear crooners ranging from Bing Crosby and the An
drews Sisters to Ella Fitzgerald and Billie Holliday on the
show, as well as jazz giants such as Duke Ellington,
Benny Goodman, and Charlie Parker.
At the top of anyone's list of entertainers from this era
would have to be the Hi De Ho Man himself, Cab Callo
way. You may have heard him moan " St. James Infir
mary" in one of the Betty Boop cartoons, and if you
check out the Beyond the Blue Horizon show you 'll hear
enough other Calloway classics to be convinced that
he's a very zany , very joyous singer. Galloway's music
can bring you out of a blue funk depression faster than
David Bowie or Elton John can put you there . . . after
listening for just a half hour you'll be swingin', boppin',
and jivin' right along with him.
The Beyond the Blue Horizon show is hosted by Karla
Klement, who describes herself as a genuine old music
junkie who is searching for Humphrey Bogart but doubts
that she 'll find him in Dayton, Ohio. Most of the music
she plays comes from her own collection which includes
more than 150 albums. She got hooked on the old stuff
several years ago after hearing a recording of Dan Hicks
and His Hot Licks. Then she started investigating the
vocalists from the swing and bebop eras, and now her
tastes have spread into wilder, hotter kinds of jazz, both
past and present.
Klement has no idea just how many people listen to
the show every week, but she has an ever-growing cult
of hard-core listeners who call up for standard requests.
Their ages range from 14 to 80, and several sub-cults
are beginning to emerge among them. One group loves
the old show tunes from the era, and another wants to
hear anything available by Judy Garland. Klement
thinks there are the makings of a Charlie Parker cult in
'the area. Whenever she plays cuts by this seminal but
rather obscure sax man , she gets good responses.
Perhaps the most steadfast group of listeners are the
'degenerates who want to hear the classic Thirties reefer
.songs ("Have You Ever Met That Funny Reefer Man?"
yourself?) and the raunchier ballads (" Organ Grinder"
·and " I want a Hog Dog For My Roll") .
Last December Klement put together an all-Cole Por
ter show that was very popular, and so now she's plan
ning a show featuring the work of George and Ira Ger
shwin . Some of her listeners have asked for all-nighters
devoted to Benny Goodman and Charlie Parker, and so
there's likely to be some good times Beyond the Blue
Horizons in the near future.ti-MW
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Lunch counters at noon, smiles of orders, ordering chili dogs
and a side-dish of victim.
How many more lunches in this emergency room atmosphere?
How many more sirens gleefully yelping their way to your murder?
The woman who brings the coffee-is she a waitress or a volunteer?
I can 't tell by her face .
How many diseases ago did we kiss?
And why do the 60-watt bulbs around the adult bookstore invite
me in like a bloodfat, crazy mosquito?
Why do salesmen pull away from touching the bottoms of my feet?
Why do they come here?
Victims at counters, victims in booths eating grilled cheese sandwiches
carry-out victims?
How many times can you leave me until there is nothing left to leave?
Why does the man in the grey-metal overcoat worry me?
Here! Here's my womb in an institutional-size-soup-can: How would you
like to rape that, Buster?
My apple turnover is raw in the middle.
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The victim is delivered . . . she carries herself as if her eyes
were two beads of mercury she dare not break.
Her handbag is full of nightmares.
The testimony is blotched and misleading.
There are no character witnesses. There is no defense.
The verdict is pronounced inaudibly behind a cupped hand.
She fans herself with the wing of a butterfly, licking her lips
she doesn't hear any more.
No shrieks of horror, no spectator-gasp , just blanks . . .
a sort of Nagasaki-blank; a slaughter-house-blank; a Dachau-blank;
ears-full-of-thumbs-blank . . .

NIGHTMARE

OFA
SHEEP
by J . R. Alley
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··1 saw that the grasses had come
and I cast forth a whimpering lamb
under their lancets and fangs."
-Lorca

if

A talon extends from her forethought , she crosses the night dropping
hot-house lambs, drinking the spine of a lizard and wiping her mouth
on the lamp-shade tassels.
Was she the concentration camp whore?
Did that save the reproductive organs from being ripped out
like the gut-wires of a radio?
How many more back rooms does she visit?
How many more debts does she pay for strangers?
How many more nights before they find nothing
but skin next to the bathroom sink?
Why the hecatomb?
Someone always wants to fill in the blanks with the sound of a wet,
hard body on a slab, sliding in and out ofa drawer. Someone always
fills in the blanks, turns down the bed covers and we crawl in like
meatless sandwich filling.
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Gladly to slaughter . . .
we graciously pour our own blood into a paper cup
surely this labial confession is sweet?
An old man lets it dribble down his chin ;
a young woman refuses and turns her head
it is not a cup of good cheer?
We are endlessly bullied by barking dogs- lemmings and sheep
fall over each other to be first to crawl into the dust bin.
How many cheap diners like this buffalo families of four off the
main highway? How many Holiday Inns knit up the country?
How often can we rake up the dead , bag it and leave it on the
curb for the morning trash?
Something is wrong . . .
stillborn lambs dumped by the roots of a tree ;
a sheep's heart nailed to the bark of another;
A set of bones and two orange eyes sleep in a field of halitosis.
I mean
all the crazy houses have keys,
all my nightmares walk around in business suits and brown shoes.
I write home to a vacant lot-the weeds sigh .
I announce I am terminal-I get a pleasant smile. .
How much longer can I hide my own fatality in the sole of my boot
without limping?
Why do I confess to crimes that have no victim?
Beware . . . they won't go straight for the heart, you will linger
there like Christ on a slow burner. They'll shoot your priest and
break your plastic beads. As you suffer on your cross the only
sound you'll know is the belch of cactus or desert mice scattering
white dust or the wingless fly beginning to crawlbe not too blind to hear.
We did not end up here because we missed the last turn-off.
We were not propelled into this universe the way soldiers jet
their foreign seed between the legs, into the wombs of women
in occupied countrieswe were not left swollen and sore, we are not the alien animal enemyit just seems that way.
And what of it?
Simpry . . . there was a misunderstanding.
We are the victims of our own deaf devotion.
We believed the knot in the tubes could be untied;
now we are abandoned in zoos of
hot lazy infections . . . waiting.
But . . . what of it?
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I go over the cliff with the rest of the sheep
my collar bell clangs loud;
our cloven feet have left a scent for you to follow
you will not be left behind or lost.
Am I too slow?
Do I not hit my head on the wall hard enough?
Do I not leap happily into your acid baths?
Do I not submit most willingly to the thirty graveslugs?
Do I' not ride the hip of a dinosaur?
Do I not set up fences around the slashings of a glacier?
Did I not create a new strain of mosquitoe that could infect
the whole of India?
Did I not pursue venereal diseases which could sink a whale?
Do I not empty wombs and tie up tubes at the drop of a hat?
Do I not kill when I please?
Do I not crack open skulls like hearty heads of lettuce?
Have I not burned and forgotten?
Did I not issue funds for roadstands of decay, reststops of debris
and amusement parks for factory dung?

Am I not the- quiet lamb bleating softly in this nightmare?
Quiet lamb, chasing my own tail and letting my collar-bell announce
I am the victim?
I say the words over and over and over and
it soon sounds like evolutionary garble
and tastes like a bad potato.
Haven't I murdered my own will to sleep?
The nightmares are no longer content to sleepwalk at night.
They wake with me every morning.
They take a bus into town.
5
The ibex can no longer make her wild noise through the
mountains-she climbs back into the collar of fog.
Crazed shepherd, where is your staff? Are your dogs rabied?
In your wake you leave fields of contamination and
now your dinner is cold;
you have septicemia;
sheep-ticks sleep in your beard;
your thumbs are missing
and now they are asking for an eye
Gentle shepherd, unfriended-but even so,
if you had a womb I would crawl up in there
to keep warm; I would not be a bothersome passenger.
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Shepherdess,
mute and sullen,
you watch over your flock of dead lambs
ulcered and starvedwith one eye.
Your watch is silent.
Your watch is stinking but you are accustomed to the smell
and too easily it has a home in the creases of your skin.
6
I fall through the trapdoor of your tuxedo
and impale myself on the tooth of a jack-o-lantern's smile.
Why does the musk of the other diners make me dizzy?
The mirrored wall behind the counter says:
'Someone's assaulted the bench at the bus stop
and pistol whipped a parking meter.'
There's been an occasional knifing,' whispers the menu.
The salt-and-pepper shakers are the only things that look passive.
Why do the fumes of the Friday-noon-sauerkraut-and-pork-special
get knotted into the waitress' chignon?
I am suspicious of the metal napkin holder.

The bored look on the waitress' face says we have always lied,
what of it?
I have contempt for the bus-boys and the fleshy, red-haired cook;
I know, to them I am only a tollbooth, a nightmare with no place
at the counter, a coffee order forgotten in rush-hour.
The bald man's brim of remaining hair says: What of it?
There is no explanation . . .
the earth has hunger pangs;
the night is a thief;
everything is something . . . or other.
The businesswoman's bruised tongue cleaning a spoon asks: What of it?
The stained, dark booths pretend to be a derailed train:
This is no quick food service diner: It is an assailant.
I sit at the counter . . . a target for any madman.
The neon in the window blinks monotonously.
We all come wagging our wads of docked tail,
bleating into all the dumb faces . . .
no one pities a stray and takes it home
there is no missionary;
there is no cowboy;
there is no laundromat attendant.
We bleat on a soft ear-·
what of it?

On the Ledge
by Carl Morley

CHARACTERS-Two men, nameless, X and Z for convenience.

SETTING-A barren mountain side. A ledge approximately three feet wide runs the
length of the stage, slightly elevated, sloping upward from left to right stage. Xis standing
center stage leaning casually against the mountain side, his legs and arms crossed. He
is neat, we/I-dressed and carries a walking stick. Enter Z from left. clinging against
•mountain, terrified and exhausted. His clothes are dirty and torn. He inches slowly along
the ledge with his gaze fastened to his feet. He does not look up. X silently watches his
progress. Z bumps against X, stumbles nearly falling.

X: (1mpersonal/y) Good afternoon.
Z: (stammers in confused disbelief) I . . . I . . .
X: Well , speak up.
Z: (glances about rapidly, then points down trail) I . . . lost . . . couldn't find . . .
X: (turns to Z, laughing) Oh! So you've lost your way, is that it?
Z: Yes! Yes! I was just walking along and then . . . (pauses, unsure) then I was lost.
X: But you sound uncertain. Are you sure that's how it happened?
Z: (confused) I . . . what do you mean? (turns to X, notices cliff and jumps back) Of
course that's what happened . . . I was out for a stroll . . . and the next thing I
knew . . . I found myself on the side of this wretched mountain.
X: And what of the meantime?
Z: (thinking) I . . .
X: Come now, where were you headed?
Z: (shaking head) I don't remember.
X: Well then, where are you coming from?
Z: I . . . I've forgotten . . .
X: (impatiently) Let's return to the beginning of this. What is your name? Surely you can
remember that.
Z: (suddenly indignant, realizing he is being interrogated) Wait! You answer me. (looks
around, shaking) Where am I, (points to X) and who are you?
X: (coldly) Sir, let's keep our heads about this, shall we? I have-asked a simple question
of you, and little more than common decency entitles me to a civilized reply. I know who I
am and where I am. You on the other hand, (tapping chest of Z with end of cane) seem to
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be at a total loss. Now, we can either approach your problem in a sensible manner, or I
shall be on my way. Good day. (he turns to leave)
Z: (starts to follow, notes cliff, jumps back) No . . . wait!
X: (facing Z) Ah, that's much better. Well then, to return to my question: What is your
name?
Z: (despairingly) I don't even know who I am
X: (flatly) You've forgotten.
Z: Yes . . .
X: And your point of departure-your origin?
Z: I've forgotten.
X: Your destination?
Z: (sadly) Gone . . . all of it.
X: (thinking) Curious, a man without a past, without a future. (to audience) Innocent, one
might say. (pause, then to Z) My friend, you are in luck! I've a plan, an experiment if you
will, which may very well aid you in regaining whatever it is you are wandering about
looking for. (gestures with cane) That is, if you are interested
Z: (anxious) Please, help me if you can.
X: I shall require your trust.
Z: Anything.
X: (slowly) Complete trust.
Z: I'll give you my faith! I'll give you anthing-if you can get me out of here.
X (with scorn) Ha! Listen to you! In the same breath you promise me loyality and question
my abilities. Perhaps I was wrong from the beginning. I dare say such an irrational being is
beyond salvation. (turns to leave, shaking head)
Z: Wait, please! I . . . I'm sorry. I won't do it again, I promise. (X does not stop, Z yells) I
trust you!
X: (stops walking, his back to Z) What?
Z: (sighing) Oh, very well. I shall, no doubt, regret this at a later date but, (turns, looks at Z)
very well. (to this point Z has remained with his back pressed flat against mountain side, X
gestures toward him with cane) Tell me, how is it thc::t one so terrified of heights finds
himself in a place such as this?
Z: (near tears) How can I make you understand-I don't know how I got here . . .
X: (waving with cane and thinking) Oh yes, there's that to contend with. But odd
nonetheless. Strikes me as (searches for correct word, then looking at audience)
illogical. (looks to Z) Am I correct in assuming that it is the possibility of falling from this
ledge which so frightens you? (silence, Z stares at him speechless) Obviously. Well then,
that shall be the first obstacle to overcome. If I could somehow succeed in persuading you
to unhand that cliff, you would, no doubt, be capable of dealing with this situation on a
more rational level. Here, give me your arm. (he grasps Z's forearm)
Z: What are you doing? (he pulls his arm away but cannot free it)
X: (calmly) Trust me. Step closer to the edge.
Z: (screaming) No! No! (they struggle) Let me go!
X: (appalled, he releases arm then, coldly) Go where? You've nowhere to go. And even if
you had, I doubt if you would be capable of getting there. You have repeatedly broken your
pledge of faith to me. For the final time, I insist you give me your trust or there is nothing I
can do for you. (pause, X studies Z who shamefully collects himself) Now give me your
arm. (Z extends right forearm reluctantly, X grips it) That's much better. Now come away
from the wall. (Z takes one step, freezes)
Z: I'm frightened!
X: Of course you are. But you must attempt to control your fear instead of allowing your
fear to control you.
Z: (gaining courage) I . . . I'll try.
X: There's the spirit! Take another step. (Z steps) Excellent! You see. Once one regains
his self discipline, his fears vanish. Try another. (Z steps then looks to X, smiles timidly)
Superb! It's all simply a mater of determination, combined with a little common sense. Of
course, one wouldn't endevor to go jumping about a place such as this. (stiff holding Z's
arm, X jumps up and down)
Z: (tensely) Stop!
X: (stops jumping) And then there always exists the possibility of tripping over a stone,
(pause, Z examines his footing, then X slowly) or of a rock falling from above, (X points
above with cane, Z looks up and steps back, then X shouting quickly) or of the entire
ledge falling out from under!
Z: (he frees his arm and jumps back terrified) Stop! Stop!
X: (laughing hysterically) Come, come. Just having a bit of fun. But you see my point?
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One has to be practical about these things. If you are aware of the danger, then it's less
likely to occur, isn't it?
Z: I . . . I guess.
X: Of course. Now give me your arm.
Z: No! (pause) I . . . I mean I can do it myself.
X: Well well. Now we are making progress. Come here then. Closer to the ledge. (Z
3.dvances slowly) You see? (bending at the knee and leaning on cane, X dangles a foot
'Jver ledge) Nothing to fear. (he smiles then gestures to cliff as if a doorway) Next.
Z: I . . . I can't, You used the stick. Let me.
X: (holding cane to chest protectively) No, I forbid you to touch it.
Z: Give me that stick. (he reaches for cane, his fingers brush against it)
X: (screaming wildly) I told you not to touch it! How dare you? Have you no respect for
another man's personal property? Look what you've done! (X examines cane as if it were
broken, then near tears) It's ruined . . .
Z: (pause, then defiantly) Very well. I'll do it the way you did. And without the cane. (he
;nches to edge then slowly and stiffly dangles foot, turns to X, smiles proudly)
X: (amazed, smiles and applauds) Magnificent! And without the cane. (he looks at cane
:1.stonished) Most impressive Please do it again. (Z repeats, more applause) I must say,
you certainly have it mastered! Come, let us try together. (they lock arms, dangle feet,
return to ledge both laughing loudly, then X) You are not afraid!
Z: (laughing) I am not afraid!
X: Not afraid.
Z: Not afraid. (they laugh for several minutes, X slowly becomes stem, then staring at Z,
he frowns) What is it?
X: You are not afraid?
Z: (losing smile) No . . .
X: Why?
Z: (with confidence) Because . . . I'm in control!
X: And?
Z: And as long as I watch my step and conduct myself carefully, I have nothing to fear.
X: Why should you be afraid of nothing? Nothing cannot harm you.
Z: (confused) What?
X: You said you were afraid of nothing. I am asking why you should fear nothing when it
cannot harm you.
Z: (understanding) Oh! I see what you mean. But that's not what I mean.
X: That's what you said.
Z: But I mean I'm not afraid of anything.
Z: That's not what you said.
Z: (flatly) That's what I mean.
X: If you follow certain steps, nothing can harm you?
Z: That's it!
X: Tell me, do you do this often?
Z: Do what?
X: Follow these steps? It seems that such a plan of conduct would require constant
observation. Suppose you happened to forget your plan. Imagine yourself hopelessly lost
on some mountain ledge, just wandering around.
Z: How did I get on the ledge?
X: You were lost. Then suppose you forgot to follow your plan or forgot the plan entirely.
Wandering aimlessly around on some mountain, having no purpose for being there. It
sounds frightening.
Z: You're being absurd.
X: Perhaps. (pause) Come here.
Z: Where?
X: To the edge. (Z walks to edge) What do you see down there? (he points with cane)
Z: Nothing.
X: Precisely. And you have a plan?
Z: Yes.
X: But nothing will ever compel you to follow your plan. Don't you see? Nothing prevents
you from throwing yourself into the abyss. (near panic) Nothing compels you to go on
living! How will you do it?
Z: I must make that decision.
X: But how?
Z: Because I know who I am and where I am going. (Z grabs cane from X, pushes him to
wall and walks up path off right. As he walks, X slowly slides down wall to ledge)
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HOME
UNTITLED

by Susan Scibetta

by Susan Scibetta

The home you once flowered in
follows you everywhere, planting

A carnival hangs
in the sky over Brown Street,
selling that white-orange story.
MOONLITE BAR C'MON IN LIQUOR
MOONLITE BAR C'MON IN LIQUOR
you turn, hearing
your name
barked sharply.
It is something you understand

its doors all around you.
They clap
triumphantly shut.
Behind them,

without wanting to, this sick wild dog
who lies in the doorway, lunging
at your warm breath.
Young girls drift
and leave with the one
they think they have come for. You sit
at a table where you
have been sitting forever,
opening night after night
the same bottle, while people
talk to you
hard, as if speaking
to someone they couldn't
see. Their voices
tear their throats; they mean
to tell you their whole self.
They shake their heads in slow
surprise at the sparrow-gray
color of the
thing they have wrested free.

various deaths are
conducted, in the quiet
manner of politicians.
Less and less of you goes
on living.
You carry your father's armchair
downtown, balanced
on your back. It wears
your shoulders down to water.
Everything slides away.
Everything you stole, were given,
or loved, goes
back to dust;
dirt-showers line
the way home.

UNTITLED
by Susan Scibetta
This is a call
to repair the sky.
Something mostly dismal is
spidering through.
From overhead
your name leaks down in
rusty silver letters.
Your footsteps trail me
like dogs.
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UNDOING

THE SKIN THE SYSTEM WEARS

by Kathleen Charnock •

by Paula Randall

shoes & tin cans
convulse on
back bumper.
just married sign

Crowded elevator.
She got on in her gray worn cloth-fur coat.
He stood behind her wrapped in a Ph.D., his-tory.

detaches itself
screaming to
best man's trunk,
hysterical crepe
paper ribbons
fluttering behind.
rice grains revert
to uncle ben, from
which they sprang
& gold ring wrenches
itself from limpid
hand, regilding
ringbearer's pillow.
diaphragm splatters
to the floor like
an overripe tomato,

She was the little sec'y.
He was the full professor.
She was female.
He was male.
She was black.
He was white.
All of the elements were there.

He took a long stroke down her furry back.
From up there, cryptically, said,
"Is this the skin of a skunk or a monkey?"
Over her shoulder, the code broken,
She said,
"It could be yours."
The elevator stopped.
She strode off, not looking back.
He left, more slowly, protesting in fragments,
"Well, I did think ............. l was just ........ "

preacher refunds
ten bucks.

POEM FOR JEAN
GEE EYED WIVES
by Kathleen Charnock
hunkered down
we eat
lemon drop shoes
we swallow
orange marmalade
strings/tongues
we squat
& pick sweet meat
off soles
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by Carl Morley
We sat in the library
with the footnotes
you talked about your shoes
both of them
you bought two pair
identical straps
dark blue
one pair sat in your closet
looking new
your toes shaped the others
every day
into your favorites.
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UNTITLED

REMEMBER THE WORD

by Darryl Jewel
Sitting on the brick wall
around the cemetery.
Not running downhill
nor uphill
nor climbing trees
nor jumping fences
nor even watching the squirrels
play on the grass;
But sitting on the wall in the rain
watching the mud in the gray evening.

UNTITLED
by Randy Marshall
One night the son was awakened by a scream. His
father burst into the room and cried, "Quick, come
look!" The son followed him silently to the master
bedroom. Pointing to the mother still asleep in their
bed, the father said, "Can you please tell me why
your mother's brain has slipped out through her ear
and is lying next to her on the pillow, pulsating in a
manner so disgusting that I cannot sleep."
"Father," the son replied," if you will please only
look closer, you will see that it is your brain that got
loose, and that it has crawled over to Mother and is·
now desperately trying to crawl into her ear."
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by Carl Morley
I.
The dialogue continues.
Shades of words wander and fall into cracks in
the wordwork.
They accumulate in large piles.
I watch them accumulate.

The dialogue continues.
I listen to their conversation:
"I'm most."
"So am I."
"Then what's wrong?"
"I'm lost."
"I know. You told me."
The dialogue continues.
Smashing and crashing with great silent sounds.
Embedded in brickwork they fall to groundless
theories of Philosophical Minds.
11.
I remember younger days of spelling importance.
They were lined up in rows.
Five up.
Five down.
Five across.
Five diagonally.
Lined up in rows
of spelling importance.
Until one day, the rows were forgotten, or assumed
to be known.
The fundamental meaning had surfaced!
Grammar.
With an assertion rivalling uncertainty, Grammar
walked in and sat down.
The meaning of the Universe unfolded!
I remember those younger days.
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111.
The dialogue continues.
At an upper level of complicated monosyllables.
The eloquence of proper terms in proper places.
The word:
Contractions and enclitics and
Interjections and exclamations and
Antonyms and synonyms and
Heteronyms and homographs and
Paronyms and Snoonerisms!
Remember the Word!
"re-mem-ber"
1. Three syllables.
2. Three vowels, all e's, one to each syllable.
3. Five consonants, two r's one at each end.
4. Two m's, secure in the middle.
5. One b for good measure. Remember!
Remember the Word.

WHEN ENGLISH SPARROWS FLY
by Charless Webb
tiny chatter.
Something rattles
like small dice
shook fast.
As if each
black-collared
throat hosted
a crap-game.

HALF-HEARTED SUICIDE NOTE TO
EDITORS FRIENDS ENEMIES AND
DISTANT LOVERS

by Joseph Grand
the mailbox has been empty for a week
gaping like a baby vultures mouth bad gums
bad breath miserable but finally this morning
I got my 1040A form the IRS remembered me
and the bank sent 200 personalized blank checks
with delicate cumulus clouds rainbows sad foggy sunsets
printed in the background-serenity
one of six personalized check styles you could choose
this particular style helps you feel calm as you spend
all that imaginary money and I was so lonely
I ate check number 151 just in case
somebody with a warm heart at the bank really
cares about me and dipped it in high powered homemade
blotter acid
now Im just waiting to get off
waiting like a mailbox waiting like a mouth
so write if you hate the poems
write if you find work God or a meaningful
relationship but you better do it fast
once those tiny giggling 1sd rushes begin
Im gonna eat the 1040A form too
leaving this world always makes me insatiable
and no possibility is too remote

Tiny men
drunk and gambling
to spite
tinier wives.
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Jerry
and Dave
and the Invisible
Impossible
Montrose
Mantra

by Yvan Melnikoff
It all started when I noticed that Jerry wasn 't in front of
me anymore . We had just finished the Great Mediocre
Mexican Weed smoke-off, when I became cognizant of
Jerry's disappearance through religious revelation. He
had been sitting right in front of me.
"Jerry," I called "where are you?"
''I'm in the kitchen ," said a voice that rang like
Charlton Heston's Moses.
"Why does your voice sound so strange?"
" I'm in the 'fridge. "
" What are you doing in the refrigerator?"
. why?"
" I'm looking for something to eat
" I'm hungry."
"Awww shit, I might have guessed . . . OK man, tell
me what you want and I'll bring it. "
" I don't know . . . what's in there?"
"Aahhh lemme see . . . there's a jar of olives, some
left-over Rice-a-Roni , a jar of maraschino cherries ,
some Laughing Cow cheese , dried up bologna, those
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Christmas cookies your mother gave us, and that chili
stuff you made last week. "
" You mean that stuff with all the mold on it?"
"That's the stuff! "
"Jeeesus Christ Jerry, if you knew it was bad , why
didn't you throw it out?"
" . . .. because . . . it grosses me out so bad, I
get sick. "
" Well , Christ Jerry it makes me sick too . . . what
are we gonna do with it?"
" I don't know. Hey Dave . . . what are these
Raisinettes doing in the freezer?"
" I like them cold and hard . .. bring those in here.
OK?"
"OK man , but if you ask me it sounds a little
sick . . . cold and hard."
" Hey Dave . . . you wanna a bottle of Choe
cola . . . there's two of em left. "
" Yeah , sure. "
After an eternity of banging and dropping silverware,
Jerry returned with my Raisinettes , a bowl of rocky road

ripple ice cream covered with cling peaches m neavy
syrup, and two bottles of Choe-cola.
" You know ," I said between frozen Raisinette
crunches , "we smoke entirely too much dope."
" I know," he slurped between peaches and cream,
"entirely too much. Maybe we should do something
about it. "
" Like what?" I crunched .
"Awww, you know," he slurped , and wiped his face
with the back of his hand, "like uummm ah Yoga or ah ,
Transcendental Meditation , you know, something like
that. "
"Hey," I said "there's a class at the Union Center on
Mahanita Bovita Ghada."
"The Union Center? Isn 't that a gay activist center?"
"No. It's more like the Y".
" Really . . . what is this Mahanita Bovita Ghada?"
"You know , it's one those eastern sects , peace, tranquility , and harmony ."
" Really?"
"Yeah. "
" But if we get into something like that we 'll have to
give up smoking dope."
"Jeeesus Jerry , we just got done saying how we
smoke too much dope . .. besides there isn't any
more. We smoked the last of it tonight. "
"Yeah . . . I guess you 're right. Tonight was pretty
much an OD on the reefer. "
It was three thirty . Sermonette was over so there was
nothing on TV. We had already made two runs to the
Jolly Wumber Burger Palace for the Crunch King To
mato Ooze special, and cleaned out all the edibles in the
refrigerator. It was either time to go to the all night Donut
Delite or crash.
" Hey Jerry, can you fire up for some doughnuts?"
He shook his head emphatically no.
'Tm going to bed then . . . listen do you wanna go
down there tomorrow and check this thing out?"
He slurped down the last cling peach and wiped his
mouth.
" Sure. Does it cost anything?"
"Yeah .. . 23 dollars a piece. "
"23 DOLLARS! Shit . . . well I guess that's not too
bad for Nirvana . .. good-night Dave. "
" Good-night."
The next morning Jerry and I drove down to the Union
Center and gave the people 23 dollars for each of us.
We had completed the first step on the road to Nirvana!
They gave us 16 yards of orange material, told us to
leave all our clothes in the dressing room around the
corner, and to wrap all 16 yards of the Bahjinta Manna
sari around us. Jerry was just sitting on the locker room
bench, staring as if he had misplaced something .
"What's the matter Jerry?"
"23 fuckin ' dollars .. . I don 't know Dave, that's an
awful lot of money. "
"Jerry, it's no more than you sometimes pay for a
decent sized bag. "
"Yeah , . .. I guess you're right. "
" . . . besides we're beginning a new life , remember?"
"Yeah."
" We 're rejecting the cult of materialism!"
"Yeah!"

Jerry was getting into it so I really laid it on.
"We've renounced the evil of this existence, for the
pursuit of Nirvana!"
" RIGHT-ON! . .. hey Dave?"
"What?"
"How do you put this thing on?"
" I don't know . . . I just kind of um , tucked it around
here, and then wrapped it around this end."
From the drift of tucking pulling orange crepe bodies
we figured out that the Mahanita Bovita Ghada were to
meet at the top of Union Center hill. Everyone was
standing in kind of an undetermined circle, trying to
pretend that the breeze blowing into places were it had
never blown before wasn 't bothering them. The Sup
reme Llama Gaddadavita Ben Shawa appeared in a
white robe , closely followed by Lesser Llama of the
Divine First Order Nkhruma Hash Nepal in purple and
Exalted Holy Seer of the Supreme Third Degree Mahat
Usurp Benwa in green. The Lesser Llama of the Divine
First Order explained for the Supreme Llama (who was
not allowed to break the holy vow of silence he had
maintained since the age of seven) that the road to
Nirvana, to peace and tranquility, better concentration ,
deeper sleep (I wondered if Nirvana also included
cleaner breath and a whiter smile, but decided that this
was neither the time nor place for juvenile humor) was a
fairly simple process. One need only chant the Invisible
Impossible Montrose Mantra and go through the nine
progressive stages of sensory enhancing positions.
Jerry and I looked at each other. Somehow we both
knew this was going to be IT; no more macro-biotic
diets, all night weed burn-outs, no more Hatha Yoga or
double hit three day acid trips. This was going to be a
genuine consciousness altering experience, Coca
Cola; THE REAL THING!
Lesser Llama of the Divine First Order explained the
First Position as the Supreme Llama and the Holy Seer
of the Supreme Third Degree settled into a lotus-like
position with a flutter of green and white.
Jerry and I had just finished screwing our legs around
to where the heels were digging into the insides of our
thighs when the novitiate next to us screamed. He had
dislocated his knee. Holy Seer unwound him and shoul
dered him down the hill. The novitiate wanted to know
why he couldn't stay, and Holy Seer explained to him
that he was now unable to assume the first position.
Whereupon the novitiate told Holy Seer that if he
couldn't go to Nirvana with a dislocated knee, then he
wanted his $23 back. Their conversation faded into
Lesser Llama DFO's explanation of the Invisible Impos
sible Montrose Mantra.
It seems that the Mantra of the Mahanita Bovita
Ghada differs from the Mantra of its sister sect the
Mahanita Granada Sota (which is run by the cousin of
Lesser Llama DFO) in that the Ying and Yang reces
sional following the first two breath units were simul
taneously chanted during the exaltation of the supreme
cosmic reverie. Jerry and I just looked at each other.
There are only two things I have ever found to be as
confusing as the Invisible Impossible Montrose Mantra.
The first was my lab manual for freshman chemistry,
and the other is the set of instructions given to contes
tants on TV game shows, but then again I never ex
pected Nirvana to be easy.
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We chanted the mantra from the first position. Posi
tion two was simple enough. In order to increase sen
sory awareness, and get in touch with our fellow
novitiates, we were going to touch. We stretched out our
arms, joined one another in a circle, and began the
mantra. Aaaahhh I could feel the cosmos opening be
fore me. I could feel the inhibitions bred of materialism
fluttering away. I coul feel myself becoming one with my
fellow novitiates. I could feel myself reaching for the face
of the infinite. I could feel . . . Jerry tapping me on the
shoulder.
"Psst . . . Dave . . . DAVE!"
"What?" I asked between my first and second breath
units.
''The dude next to me is a queer."
"WHAT?''
"A queer, a queer man, he's tickling me behind the
ear. What am I gonna do?"
"I don't know."
Jerry reached up and twisted the tickler's ear. He
screamed but nobody heard him because by then we
had reached the exaltation of the supreme cosmic re
verie and everybody was screaming. The tickler looked
at Jerry with hurt eyes, but Jerry refused to acknowledge
his presence. Nirvana was looking tougher all the time.
Position three was to be a reunion with our animal
past. With closed eyes we were to touch and smell the
hair of the person next to us in a ritual grooming. Jerry
quickly turned to me to avoid being accosted by the
tickler, and I started grooming him as the mantra began.
Now Jerry sometimes hides joints in his hair when
we're out riding, and if he doesn't roll them tight enough
he loses dope in his hair. As I was speeding to reunite
the present with primal past I sucked a missing seed up
my right nostril and started a clutch-sneezing choke
cough. Lesser Llama of the Divine First Order came
over to see if I had reached Nirvana. Between the Ying
and Yang recessionals and my sneezing I managed to
explain that it was not Nirvana, there was something
stuck in my nose. He threw me flat on the ground,
produced a chop stick from his sari and began a vigor
ous excavation of my right nostril. I forgot about the
mantra and started screaming. Lesser Llama had his
knee in my chest and was trying to churn that seed loose
when everyone else reached the exaltation. I guess it
was the communal scream that finally popped it loose.
Lesser returned to his place. I wrapped part of my sari
around my finger, stuck it in my nose to stop the bleed
ing, and waited for position four. Having come this far I
wasn't about to forsake Nirvana for a bloody nose.
As it turned out position four was as close to Nirvana
as Jerry and I were ever going to get. We were sup
posed to lay our partners on the ground and kiss them
while chanting the mantra. Up till then I hadn't noticed
that there weren't any women in our group. I began to
think maybe I should have researched this religion a
little. Jerry looked at me with an expression that said, in
no uncertain terms "Kiss me . . . and I'll knock your
fucking teeth out!"
"Trust me," I whispered.
"OK . . . OK" he was sweating, a speed rush of
fear.
When the Mantra began I pushed Jerry down on the
qround. He clenched his fist.

"Shit man, will you stop siobberin' in my ear!"
"Jeeesus Jerry, keep still."
I had leaned over him in a hollywood dip. My hair
covered our faces so it looked like we were kissing.
"Dave, what the hell is going on here?"
"I don't know, but we gotta get outta here. Listen when
they get to the exaltation of the cosmic reverie we'll bolt
for the bLTShes.
We waited but the mantra stopped. The only noise
was a sucking like clams opening, so I looked up. The
couples had tangled in each others crepe forming
orange cocoons filled with kissing noises. Lesser Llama
of the Divine First Order, and Exalted Holy Seer of the
Supreme Third Degree had locked hands in vigorous
activity beneath the master's robe. From the look on
Supreme Llama's face he was the only one any where
near Nirvana.
"Let's go!" I said.
That's when we saw the cop. At first we thought there
was only one, but once we started running for the
bushes we saw the rest of them with the dogs. As Jerry
hurdled the bushes, the closest cop grabbed his sari
ripping loose 15-1 /2 of the 16 yards. My nose streamed
blood as soon as I started running. Whistles were
screaming, dogs barking, people screaming and then
the sirens. Jerry and I were hot-footing it to the center
parking lot. He had wadded up the last half-a-yard and
was trying to run with it in front of him. It looked like an
orange porn-porn haloed by black steel wool hair. Ex
cept f:,r the blood I wasn't having any trouble running so
I got to tne car first and fired it up. On his way around the
corner of the Union Center Jerry crashed into a woman
leaving a ceramics class, and broke all her pots. Jerry
handed her the last half yard of the sari and she fainted.
He dove into the car. We screamed out of the parking lot
like Dutch Schultz running from Elliot Ness.
"Dave . . . Dave what about our clothes?"
"Fuck-em".
Sirens, cops, dogs, people getting hit on the head with
nightsticks, women screaming, and on the way out we
almost sideswiped the Channel Nine mobile news crew,
shouting something about a fag love-in.
"Shit man . . . what was that all about?"
"Jeeesus Jerry, as if you didn't know."
"Yeah . . . I guess you're right. How did I ever let
you talk me into that?"
"I didn't, you're the one who suggested a conscious
ness altering experience."
"Yeah, but you're the one that suggested the
Mahanita Bovita Ghada."
Jerry was rooting in the sea of Jollie Wumber Burger
Palace wrappers, beer can tops, and cigarette butts on
the floor of the car.
"What are you doing?"
"I stashed a couple of joints in here somewhere for
emergencies. Aaahhh here they are."
We were almost home.
"You know what," I said choking smoke.
"What?"
I started to grin.
"We smoke entirely too much dope"
"Fuck you, Dave."
"Thank you Jerry."

THAT LAST JOINT

\ SMOl<Et) MU'T
~AVE BEEN SPIKED
WITM 0UFFERIN/

MV MEAD'S REALL'f OUT OF IT,1
I THINK MV HEART~ 60ijNA
$TOP. THAT LA<;T JO\NT 1$
GONNA DO ME IN/

TMEV'LL FIND ME PEAP ON THE S'l~E OF TME
HlbHWAY. EVERYBOPY WILL ~y ll WA$ AN A,
tlPENl" WHEN REALLV,l'M,ME ONLY 60'/TO
0, D. ON MARAJUANA.
~

EfJAWAY, ..

PlAlE VOID OF ~PA"
ANP TIME, EVERYWHERE

15 THE SWE'ET OPOR

OF

8U~NIN6 MAiAJUANA.

IT WA~ 11
WMO SAVEO
YOU~ PE'A1H

AS Y0UMl(;MT MAVE 6UfSSE~MR.Ll~T, I
HAP AN ULTERIOR MOTIVE F~ RES£.OIN6 M,U
F~0M YOUR VE'ATM. I WANT YOU TO ~FrURN
i0 EAR1H AS MY SEH'I' GAllRPIAN TD $AVE
ALL THOSE TMAT $M~f MY WEf r> FROM
..AHASSMENT FROM tNOfe Wife> po NOT YET
,oMPREMENP. SAVf M'/ tNILVflEH FllOH.1llf
Pt6S WMO Wl~M TO JAIL 1"HEN\.
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MR. LIST' I HAVE GIVEN YOU THE POWER Ot= CAHNISAS ~ATIVA. woe ~E iO THO$E WHO
INtUR YOUR WRATH, FOR NOW YOO HAVE SUPER HEARIN6 1 .SUPER LAP$£$' IN
MEMORY, .$UPE~ REASONIN6, ANtJ FOREMO,T, YOU HAVE THE POWER OF N1 -'t •3

(N 2 ·4'•3)- N11 ·16·9 TIME5 THE POWER OFA$PEEPIN6 \.OC.OMO,t'IE', TMHE POWER$
You M05T u~ E TO AID THOSE WHO $MOKE MY HOLY MAeAJCIANA, ALL YOU NEEP po
10 CALL ON 1HES'E POWERf I~ 10 5AY !HE MYfflt. W0i~... fAR 0U1' /
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E~..... EXCUSE ME,
l'M AFRAID YOU DIDN'T

ME'AR ME .

In the Next Issue

In the Spring, 1976 issue of NEXUS you can expect to see the praise of
smallness-smallness as a way of perceiving and caring about the
world around us, smallness as a way of re-organizing the social struc
tures in which we live. The possibilities range from communes to food
co-ops to the life in a small-town bar. If you're interested and you'd like
to help, get in touch with NEXUS, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio
45431 . Or call us at 873-2782.

As always, NEXUS needs fiction, poetry, articles and graphics for this
issue. The deadline is March 15, 1976. The magazine will go on sale in
May.

Subscribe to NEXUS
Tired of trying to track down NEXUS in the book store? If you subscibe
the magazine will be delivered to your door with all the efficiency the
U.S. Postal Service can muster.
One year (3 issues/$1.50)
Two years (6 issues/$3.00) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Three years (9 issues/$4.50)

NAME·~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ADDRESS:
Make checks payable to: NEXUS, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio
45431.
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